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METAVERSE

The Nemesis reimagines the web as a common ground for shared experiences. We will revolutionize
the worlds of gaming, social and entertainment through the blockchain.
Our platform is available now and provides a glimpse into how the web will evolve in the coming
years. With online interactions blending with URL, virtual reality, and 3D experiences. These all come
together in an innovative product that prioritizes the user experience.

THE PROJECT

The Nemesis is the next generation metaverse.
Virtual reality, 3D experiences, casual games and blockchain technology come together in a highly
innovative technological product, which is already available.
Except for real-life biological needs, The Nemesis lets you do everything you want, be anyone you’d
like and literally explore a world of metaverses that offers endless experiences in many different
areas.
The Nemesis creates a 360-degree environment for users to interact with and explore. We also provide forward-thinking organizations with an innovative and effective marketing tool.
Our business model, product and team expertise position The Nemesis to be a daily part of the lives
of millions of people around the world - sooner than you may think.
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DEFINITIONS
ACTORS
PLAYERS
Users who experienced and enjoy the contents and the gameplay offered by The Nemesis.
CREATORS
Architects who create and sell custom 3D SET and GAMEPLAY.
Thanks to our User-Generated Content Ecosystem, The Nemesis can scale faster. This extra revenue
offered by the platform motivates our Creators. Watch your ideas come to life with all the creative
possibilities of the metaverse.
METAVERSES OWNERS
Users, usually brands, influencers, investors and game enthusiasts
Community leaders with their own metaverse to engage friends and create a place to meet, play and
interact with their fanbase.

PILLARS
COINS
Is an essential part of The Nemesis; this is a database stable in game alternative coin with a value
of 0,01 USD. It has the advantage of being liquid because it is used for any transaction within the
platform. You can buy everything inside the game with COINS.
NEMS
The Nemesis Token is ERC-20 payment token built on the Ethereum blockchain that serves as the
basis for crypto transactions within The Nemesis exchange it on Crypto exchanger and buy all The
Nemesis NFTs ecosystem.
PERSONAL LOBBY
They are environments reserved for users. Each player will be able to have his own private room that
can be customized using a 3D SET. By default each user has a private room with a standard template
called personal lobby.
PLANET & FILLER
The planets physically group the lands where the platform metaverses come to life. Each planet is
unique in terms of size, landscaping and, above all, consistency (water, lava, rock, snow).
LANDS
Lands are the basic virtual worlds. All lands are an unique size 5x5 unit NFT ERC-721 with different
matrix and different filler on which a 3D SET is applied to create a metaverse useful for playing, exploring, experiencing live stream events.
3D SET TEMPLATE
They are 3D scene templates generated through the editor by creators. It’s possible to generate
templates on three default sizes SMALL, MEDIUM, LARGE. Creating a template does not require
purchase of any land. The creators can put his creations on sale in the marketplace or use it within
his own lands.
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METAVERSE
A land with 3D Set is a METAVERSE, virtual worlds designed by The Nemesis or creators where players can explore, interact and play with other friends. The metaverses can be branded and diversified
with different contents and experiences that can vary, according to the needs of the metaverses
owners, such as pure and simple exploration, live stream events and gameplays designed within the
metaverses.
GAMEPLAY
Engage your community through gamification within your brand’s metaverse. All gameplays are developed by The Nemesis and tested by professional game designers. This offers a fluid, functional
and scalable gaming experience for users.
Creators can customize the editable dynamics and textures of the gameplays, such as the story behind a treasure hunt, or the items scattered into the virtual map for a speed hunt.
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LAND

PLANET AND FILLER

Each planet on The Nemesis has a unique and recognizable surface compared to the other planets.
The surface is called FILLER and can have different textures and/or materials — water, lava, rock,
snow, desert, etc. Each planet has its own land capacity min. 8,000 max 35,280 lands that changes
according to the size of the planet. Each land is part of its own planet and cannot be moved and/or
modified in its relative position and/or transferred to other planets. Each planet is divided into 80
sectors and who owns more lands in the same sector can give the name to the sector.

PLANET AND FILLER
AVATAR BEHAVIOR

EDITOR
FILLER

FILLER

S1

Sea Caraibic

Swim / Dive

No texturing,
manage extra
3d objects

11.520

S2

Lava

Dead / Respawn
in Safe Area

No texturing,
manage extra
3d objects

T.b.d.

S3

Sea Deep
Ocean

Swim / Dive

No texturing,
manage extra
3d objects

T.b.d.

T.b.d.

(on filler)

PLANETS

FILLER
TEXTURE

SEASON

N. LANDS

S4

Forest

Walk / Run

Can’t remove
default 3d assets.
Set 3d object
where possible

S5

Sea at
Sunset

Swim / Dive

No texturing,
manage extra
3d objects

T.b.d.

Walk / Run

Can’t remove
default 3d assets.
Set 3d object
where possible

T.b.d.

Walk / Run

Can’t remove
default 3d assets.
Set 3d object
where possible

T.b.d.

Walk / Run

Can’t remove
default 3d assets.
Set 3d object
where possible

T.b.d.

T.b.d.

T.b.d.

S6

S7

S8

Rocks

Snow / Ice

Desert

S9

Grass

Walk / Run

Can’t remove
default 3d assets.
Set 3d object
where possible

S10

Empty

Inaccessibile

No texturing,
manage extra
3d objects
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PLANET SECTORS

Each planet is divided into 80 sectors, regardless of the size of the planet and the supply of its lands.
Each sector can be customized with name, icon and color.
Owners who have the largest number of lands within the same sector, minimum 50% of total supply
of the specific sector, will be able to decide the name of the sector and its customization.
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LAND NFTs

The lands are available only with blockchain ETH Layer 2 and payable only with The Nemesis ERC-20
crypto token.
Each Land NFT is a composition of single units on a 5x5 grid unit generated randomly by an algorithm
that checks the uniqueness of the generated matrix.

The grid unit is a building area on which it is possible to place a 3D SET, while the empty parts of the
matrix represent a filler (sea, forest, sand ...). This gives a further distinctive feature to the Lands NFTs.
There will be no matrices with building units and fillers of the same category arranged in the same way;
NFT 5X5

SEA FILLER

NFT 5X5

GRASS FILLER

NFT 5X5

NFT 5X5

SAME MATRIX
SAME FILLER

SAME MATRIX
SAME FILLER

AVAILABLE

IMPOSSIBLE

SEA FILLER

SEA FILLER

instead there may exist matrices of building units identical to other matrices but with different fillers.
Once a 3D SET has been applied to an area of the land, the same area will no longer be available for
the application of other 3D SETS. The user can remove the 3D SET and replace it with another or edit
the 3D SETS and change the arrangement of the elements.
Areas defined as fillers will have a base surface with particular and unique textures, shaders and
colliders.

NFTs LANDS CONFIG

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Total Supply 200,000 Lands spread over 10 planets
80 Sector customizable for each planet
Filler between te mplate area (different for each planet)
Tradable Lands on NFTs Marketplace
3D SETS sizes Small, Medium, Large
Name URL reserved Ex. https://thenemesis.io/@name
Color and custom flag for your land
Be the majour owner of your sectors and choose its name!
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3D SET TEMPLATE

▪
▪
▪

SMALL:
1x1 = 1 unit (500sm)
MEDIUM: 2x2 = 4 units (2.000sm)
LARGE:
3x3 = 9 units (4.500sm)

SMALL

Sx1

MEDIUM

Mx4

LARGE

Lx9

Everyone in the platform can buy a template using in-game COINS. It is available in 3 sizes SMALL,
MEDIUM, LARGE.
The SMALL size (1 Unit), is equal to 500 square meters in real life. This is the smallest unit, from
which the Medium and Large units are calculated.

LAND

+

3DSET

=

METAVERSE

CREATORS

Create suggestive 3D SETS that other users can buy and apply on their lands. It’s easy with our Templates Editor and you can earn in-game COINS right away.

LAND
Thousands of combinations for your land!
Customize your metaverse by applying to
the building units your personal mix of 3D
SETS for an unique result!
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TEMPLATES
3D SETS available in 3 sizes: 1x1, 2x2 or 3x3.
Which combinations do you choose to fill all
building units of your land? You can use all
1x1 3D SETS or... fancy work!

METAVERSE
Do you prefer heterogeneous 3D SETS for a
surprising result or consistent 3D SETS for a
themed ambience? Invite your friends into
your inimitable metaverse!

Create a new template: creators will be able to build new 3D SETS or Templates thanks to The Nemesis world editor. Integrate packages from The Nemesis assets library within the marketplace editor.
The assets will be divided by themes and topics, which can be filtered and organized for better
access and proper usability. Creators will be able to buy single assets, bundles or special packages
through the game COINS and use them without limits within their creations.
To create a template, the creator must select the size on which this template can be applied SMALL,
MEDIUM, LARGE. Once the template assembly work has been completed to their liking, the creator
will be able to sell the template on the marketplace by deciding the price in NEMS for other users.
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A USER-GENERATED CONTENT ECOSYSTEM

The Nemesis ecosystem consists of four integrated products that together provide a comprehensive
experience for user-generated content production.
METAVERSE CONTENTS EDITOR
Allows the metaverse owner to quickly - without specific tech skills - edit only the contents that
the creator made editable when they built the metaverse 3D SET. It is a user-friendly tool created
for entry-level creators who want to easily customize their own textures, texts and links. For example, in a virtual art gallery already designed by a creator, an artist can only populate the contents
related to the artworks on display.
SALE OF TEMPLATES
The creator of a template may sell a copy of the template and keep the original copy of their creation
without limitation on subsequent sales. The creator will be able to decide the cost of the template
in COINS. The buyer can in turn rework his copy of the purchased template and put it back on sale
by transferring possession. In this case the initial creator will see the FEEs of the second transaction,
then completely exit the scene on subsequent transactions. The new holder of the FEE, on subsequent transactions, will become the previous holder.
On every sale, except for free ones, the platform retains 10% of the transaction fee.
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3D SET EDITOR
Creators without specific tech skills can build custom 3D SETs that any owner can apply to a land
to publish a metaverse, thanks to the simple internal ambiences/scenes Editor. The 3D SET can be
created using a rich library of over 50,000 3D items and assets in continuous development by The
Nemesis.
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GAMEPLAYS EDITOR
Users can create customized content within gameplays designed by The Nemesis. This maintains a
high-quality and controlled user experience for all gameplays.
Creators can also integrate rewards and power-ups within the gameplay through the game cards
made available by The Nemesis in the internal marketplace and through limited edition NFTs sold by
The Nemesis on the most popular NFT marketplaces.
INTERNAL MARKETPLACE
Into The Nemesis’ internal marketplace, creators can sell their 3D SETS and the custom Gameplays
they have designed. All users can buy 3D SETS and Gameplays by other creators.
All users can also buy avatars, equipment, power-ups and game cards from The Nemesis or other
users. All users can also sell or transfer to other users (cards trading) avatar, equipment, power-ups
and game cards available in their inventory.
All transactions within the internal marketplace are carried out through COINS, the in-game currency of the platform.

DEEP ON LANDS

Lands are blockchain-backed virtual tokens (using the ERC-721 standard for NFTs) representing physical parcels of The Nemesis’ Metaverse. They allow players to own a portion of the Metaverse and
the ability to host content (ASSETS and GAMES).
Each single land has the following properties: name, absolute coordinates, meta link, representation
color, land matrix and filler.
The Nemesis Metaverse is based on a Planet with unique features.
LANDS SCARCITY
Each planet has its own land capacity.
The activation of a planet and consequently, the possibility to buy land on that specific planet will
be distributed in seasons. The planets will be activated at the sell-out of the previous season with a
TBD pause period.
The Total Lands max supply, depends on the size of the planet but ranges from a minimum of 10K
lands to a maximum of 35K lands per Planet.
A presales phase will be created for each season and all lands they will be sold over a period of 6/12
months to create FOMO on the community.

▪
▪

X% (aligned to the Companion Season) of total planet supply reserved for pre-sales on our market place for just 1,2 day.
The remaining percentage of the lands plus the lands not redeemed in the pre-sales phase will be
sold freely and at full price.
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PRE SALES COMPANIONS & LANDS
Buy a Companion and get 50% off on one land purchase!
During each Season of the Land sale, we reserve a special option for NFTs Companions owners of
the same Season. If the NFT Companion owner decides to get the option during the land presales,
he will be able to buy the land with 50% of discount. By purchasing the land, the discounted land pre
sale option on that specific NFT is permanently removed. The Companion NFT stays alive without
discounted land pre sale option. The Companion owner can sell or transfer his NFT to another user,
who can check if there is an active discounted land pre sale option on that NFT before buying it. The
other functions of the Companion will remain unchanged.

EXAMPLE OF SEASON 1
COMPANION

MAX SUPPLY

Total NFTs

8.000

LANDS

MAX SUPPLY

PRE SALES (2 DAYS)

SALES

Distributions %

100%

70%

30%

Total Lands

11.520

8.000

3.520

$ 140

$ 280

USD Price

Only NEMS token accepted, except the first season of the companions which will be sold through ETH, WETH
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TOKEN

MASS MARKET ADOPTION

The Nemesis is an entertainment and gaming metaverse that brings blockchain to the masses for all
users and creators to enjoy.
Currently, blockchain is far from mass adoption and exclusive to users that can manage a crypto
wallet. But the gaming market is very large and ever-expanding. The Nemesis aims to be a hub for
the casual entertainment gaming market. All functionalities related to the blockchain are an extra
service offered as a gaming experience to users who can play and explore the metaverses without
having to know crypto.
For this reason, the only game currency with which it is possible to carry out transactions within The
Nemesis marketplace is COINS. It is an internal currency with a stable value of 0.01 USD based on
transactional database operations.

THE ROLE OF NEMS, THE NEMESIS ERC-20 TOKEN, AND NFTs INTO THE NEMESIS

The Nemesis is not built on blockchain but we understand the growing use of crypto currencies and
the opportunities related to NFTs. This is the reason why The Nemesis includes some awesome features for all more savy users.
These features elevate the user experience. If a user doesn’t have a crypto wallet or doesn’t want
to use it, he can still enjoy The Nemesis as a player or creator. However, for crypto lovers who want
more, it is possible to:
Trade & Stake NEMS, The Nemesis ERC-20 Token
▪ Cashout via Crypto Token all COINS collected into The Nemesis as creator or seller
▪ Buy NFTs to empower their experience with unique or limited edition assets
▪ Buy and trade lands
Through the use of NFTs, The Nemesis gamers can become true and perpetual owners of their lands
and digital items, even if the game was shut down or abandoned. They can buy and sell items freely.
These game items are no longer confined by a narrow digital ecosystem — The Nemesis allows users to use every NFTs as stickers or skin customization, even if the NFTs is a digital art or an external
different asset.
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INTERNAL
GAME ENGINE
COINS
EXCHANGE

INTERNAL
TOKEN DATABASE

NEMS
ETHEREUM

SECURE BACKUPS

WHAT ARE COINS AND WHAT ARE THEY USED FOR?

COINS is an essential part of The Nemesis — this is a database stable coin with a value of 0,01 USD.
It has the advantage of being liquid because it is used for any transaction within the platform.

COINS USE CASES

BUY COINS - users are involved to spend their COINS into The Nemesis platform in order to:
1.		
2.		
3.		
4.		
5.		
6.		
7.		
8.		
9.		
10.		
11.		

Customize the avatars with skins and accessories
Buy equipments and power ups
Access to special restricted metaverses
Buy tickets for exclusive paid events
Sign up for paid gaming tournaments
Buy assets to edit and customize 3D Sets as creators
Buy assets to create and edit custom Gameplays as creators
Make donations to other players
Make donations to the platform for charity or to support specific gameplays development
Buy The Nemesis merchandise
Buy products on sale through e-commerce embedded to metaverses

COLLECT COINS - users are encouraged to join The Nemesis and collect COINS through:
1.		 Special challenges with rewards in COINS for winners
		
(spending COINS for equipments and power-ups can give more chances to win a bigger reward)
2.		 Specific actions (like, share, referral links to friends)
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HOW TO BUY COINS

COINS purchases is possible:
In FIAT via:
▪ PayPal
▪ iOS in-app purchase
▪ Android in-app purchase
▪ Buying COINS using In-App means getting malus of 2:1 → FIAT:COINS Example ( 10$ : 500 COINS)
In crypto via:
▪ NEMS, The Nemesis ERC-20 Token
▪ Buying COINS using NEMS means getting 1:1 NEMS:COINS Example ( 10$ : 1000 COINS)

PLAYERS - HOW TO USE COINS
REWARDS
Players are able to earn COINS while playing the different gameplays on The Nemesis ecosystem and
convert their COINS to NEMS Token for cashout.
We have started the process for obtaining a registration at a self regulation body for AML purposes.
SKILLS-BASED CHALLENGES
Players are able to pay an entry fee to join a challenge such as a race, a card game, a battle royale, or
any other type of competitive contest. The winner takes all of the prize pool. The experience creator
might take a % of the total pool for creating and hosting the experience.
TIPS SYSTEM
Players who are also a streamer, might be tipped with small amounts of COINS based on his performance either for entertaining his audience or by being good at whichever gameplay is playing.

CREATORS - HOW TO USE COINS
TEMPLATE SALES REVENUE
Creators will be able to sell their assets in the marketplace, receiving 90% of the COINS price of the
TEMPLATE, 10% fee for The nemesis platform.
In-Game Purchases
Experience creators will be able to set up many different monetization systems that will let them
charge players COINS for exclusive content. These monetization techniques range from item purchases to stat boosters, subscriptions, or even entry fees to the game itself.
Creators Fund
At the first stages of the ecosystem, we will have a rewards program to incentivize creators to fill the
content of each single gameplay with amazing content creations and in return be rewarded with a
sum of COINS determined by how much gameplay (for example a treasure hunt story) is played and
rated by the community.
BRANDS AND INFLUENCERS
Brands, influencers, artists can use COINS to reward users who perform certain actions aimed at
sharing, exploring, and playing in platform.
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WHAT IS NEMS ERC-20 TOKEN AND WHAT IS IT USED FOR?

NEMS, The Nemesis ERC-20 Token is a payment token built on the Ethereum blockchain that serves
as the basis for crypto transactions within The Nemesis.
BUY COINS
Players use the NEMS tokens to buy in-game COINS and get more than buying them in FIAT; Buying
COINS using NEMS means getting 1:1 NEMS:COINS Example ( 10$ : 1000 COINS).
BUY LANDS
Users spend NEMS to buy Lands sold as NFTs on the main NFTs marketplace like OPENSEA, Immutable-X.
BUY NFTs COLLECTIBLES
NEMS is the only way to buy The Nemesis’ limited edition NFTs - game assets, companions, skins,
collectibles, etc.
COINS CASHOUT
COINS can be accumulated by the user who plays, wins, sell, performs actions pre-defined by The
Nemesis or by the brands & influencers. Users can exchange COINS to NEMS Token to cashout with
a minimum transaction amount of 250 € and max 1.000 € per user per month without KYC. Cashout
over 1.000 € per month only with KYC procedure.
STAKING
Users who decide to stake NEMS Tokens will receive rewards based on the time and amount of tokens allocated to the stake.
SECURITY GNOSISSAFE
GnosisSafe is the market leading technology for creating multi-signature wallets on Ethereum
The initial supply of the token will be assigned to a contract, which is the one that manages the logic
of the multi signature.
Within this contract, the system of permits for handling the token will be defined. Only authorized
addresses will be able to move Tokens from the main contract pool.
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NFTs ECOSYSTEM

Companions season
Companions are a support for the main game avatar. Through
the tamagotchi features, the companion must be looked after
and raised by his avatar owner who will have to take care of him
daily to make him eat, play and make him as trendy as possible.
This offers a continuous user experience and great retention
potential on the platform. The player will be able to grow his
companion thanks to the game cards that he can in the gameplay or by visiting the metaverses of the platform.

Avatars Limited Edition season
An AVATAR is an in-game representation of a player, which may
be modified by the owner through different skins. An avatar has
certain specifications and format and comes with a default set
of animations such as walking, running, jumping and fighting.
On the game skins it is possible to equipping it with different
compatible assets such as gadgets, masks through in game cards
or through special NFTs game cards in single or limited editions.

In-Game Playable NFTs

Special NFT collectibles with dynamic and fun utility to be used
in-game for exciting matches and challenges with unique items,
for example - NFT race cars to compete on the race track!
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Game Cards Collectibles season
They are the game engine of the platform 3 categories available:
COLLECTIBLES
The user can buy them on the marketplace, win them in game
plays and/or trade with other users. They can be spent in-game
where necessary, for example to advance the companion level or
in ad-hoc games such as card games. By collecting 1.000 cards of
the same type it will be possible to redeem the limited edition in
NFT version of that card until exhaustion.

Game Cards Special

SPECIALS
These are the cards issued in the OWNER metaverses and can be
coupons with discount codes, TICKETS for access to streaming
events, or memory cards linked to past events or challenges won.

Game Cards NFTs
NFTs
For each season, the current season’s limited edition cards will
be minted in the form of NFT ERC-721 Token. Users will be able
to request the redemption of these special cards until they are
exhausted by collecting the respective collectible cards in game.
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TOKENOMICS

NEMS Token is a payment token used throughout The Nemesis ecosystem as the basis of transactions to buy NFTs and to buy and change COINS.
It is an ERC-20 payment token built on the Ethereum blockchain.
The Nemesis Crypto Token can be used and acquired by Artists, Creators, Players and Lands Owners
through multiple ways as described below:

MAX SUPPLY

500 Mil.
TOKEN %

VESTING MONTH

Founder & Team

10%

36

Advisor

3%

30

Private Sale

8%

24

Pre Sale*

6%

TBD

Public Listing

1%

Staking

10%

P2E Rewards

40%

Company Reserves

22%

PRICE $

0,10 $

TOKEN SUPPLY OVER 3 YEARS

400.000.000
350.000.000
300.000.000
250.000.000
200.000.000
150.000.000
100.000.000
50.000.000
0

1

Private Sale

2
Pre-Sale

Reserves

Team

Advisors

3
P2E Rewards

Staking

Listing

*T.B.D. in according with IDO Exchange
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TOKENS ACROSS DIFFERENT POOLS HAVE UNIQUE FEATURES AND RIGHTS
RESTRICTED
VOTING

VESTING
MONTH

CIRCULATING
SUPPLY

Founder & Team

No

36

Yes

Advisor

No

30

Yes

Private Sale

No

24

Yes

Pre-Sale*

No

TBD

Yes

Public Listing

No

Yes

Staking

No

Yes

P2E Rewards

No

Yes

Company Reserves

No

Yes

*T.B.D. in according with IDO Exchange
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STAKING REWARD POOL
Staking reward pool provide additional income for players who staked their NEMs token and incentivise tokne holding behavioral pattern. Staking reward pool gets replenished from two main sources:
Monthly token release from dedicated reserve. It uses the formula:
(R * x ^ i - R * x * (i-1) ) * -1
Where R is a reward pool reserves, x is decay factor of 0.95, i is a period number
It starts to release tokens 3 months after TGE

▪

In-Game performance. We allocate 30% of sale from Lands and Companions into Staking reward
pool

P2E REWARD POOL
To incentivise players engagement we allocate game rewards from the dedicated pool. The pool releases tokens based on a vesting schedule of 60 months. The pool is utilized when

▪
▪
▪

Players convert limited NFT into NEMs
Players convert COINs into NEMs
Creators get reward for 3D sets

Game Treasury monitors NEMs price volatility, game economy performance and adjust if necessary
reward rates in NEMs and in-game prices in COINs.
YIELD FARMING  
Liquidity providers may stake LP tokens and get farming rewards in NEMs. For this purpose, we allocate the portion of NEMs received from users who bought COINs and direct it to farming pool.

*T.B.D. in according with IDO Exchange
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THE NEMESIS ARCHITECTURE
DATABASE

REST JSON API

Atlas

SITO FRONT END

AUTH SERVER
API
FIREBASE

THENEMESIS.IO

DASHBOARD INVESTORS

GAME PLAY

PRIVATESALE.THENEMESIS.IO

GAME.THENEMESIS.IO
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ROADMAP
15 March 2021
Early Access Game

WebGL application, iOS and Android application. Basic functionality release, world exploration, live
streaming events, challenge speed hunt, treasure hunt.
30 July 2021
NFT Companion

A collection of 8000 unique Companions NFTs — futuristic digital collectibles living on the Ethereum
blockchain that also come to life on The Nemesis platform.
8 December 2021
White Paper for Tokenomics

NEMS, The Nemesis ERC-20 Token is a payment token built on the Ethereum blockchain that serves
as the basis for crypto transactions within The Nemesis.
10 December 2021
Token NEMS, Private Sales

20 slots reserved to VC and big investors with min. entry ticket 200K USD
Q1 2022
Token NEMS, Pre Sales

Sale of the token through Launch Pad IDO DEX / CEX
Q1 2022
Token NEMS, Public Listing

Public listing of the token on DEX and CEX Exchanges
Q1 2022
Lands Sale SEASON 1

Lands are the basic virtual worlds. All lands are an unique size 5x5 unit NFT ERC-721 with different
matrix and different filler on which a 3D SET is applied to create a metaverse useful for playing,
exploring, experiencing live stream events.

MILESTONE CLOSED
SEPTEMBER
2020

MARCH
2021

JUNE
2021

DECEMBER
2021

WEBGL Version
Metaverse
Live Streaming Events

Android Mobile App
IOS Mobile App
Gameplays

Metaverse Tools
Metaverse Template Creator
Metamask connect

Companions Battle
Lands Architectures
Token NEMS
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TEAMS
OPERATIVE FOUNDERS & C-LEVEL
Alessandro De Grandi
CEO – FOUNDER
He founded his first startup at the age of 18, “Esaplanet, the cash &
carry of IT services.” With Esaplanet’s 2010 exit, Alessandro finances other startup projects. A passionate technology expert, his background as a developer led him to become one of the five TIM Digital
Ambassadors in Italy in 2018. High-level collaborations with corp such
as Microsoft, Axa, Generali, Sky and Carrefour. In 2015 he realizes he
can revolutionize the use of the web by integrating it with virtual and
augmented reality systems – and that idea gave birth to The Nemesis
project.

Riccardo Zanini
CSO – FOUNDER
Serial entrepreneur, he was only 20 years when he fund his first company. A mantra that has always accompanied him: “behind every
great idea there is always a great mind, but it is only through shared
work and combined skills that a great idea can turn into a great project”. He met Alessandro in China during a startup competition and
they immediately understand they could combine their different skills
to boost a great idea, at that time, a concrete project today.

Deborah Martino
COO - CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER
After a long experience in the large-scale retail trade and in some
multinationals in the iTech sector with commercial and operational
roles, she took up the subjects of her studies in economics to acquire
new skills in the field of marketing. Today she focuses on planning
operations and investors’ seeking. As a art-lover, she is carrying out
a project in the crypto and blockchain market entirely dedicated to
NFTs, hence the role of NFTs Ambassador for The Nemesis.
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Andrea Bernasconi
CTO - CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER
Musician since the age of 6, at the end of the 80s he dealt with sound
design, creating various soundtracks and sound effects for 16bit consoles and computers. In the meantime he became passionate about
3D graphics using the first rendering software.
He later developed a decade of experience in computer graphics,
multimedia and programming, aimed at gaming. System Architect
and Unity Master is the CTO technology development project manager of The Nemesis.

Lars Schlichting
CLA - CHIEF LEGAL ADVISOR
His main areas of expertise are technological, regulatory and tax laws.
Lars advises corporate clients in applying new technologies such as
blockchains, as well as in compliance with financial laws. He specializes in anti-money laundering legislation applied to new technologies and has actively participated in the creation of several crypto
exchanges in Switzerland as well as other cryptofinancial products.
Furthermore, Lars has extensive knowledge and experience in the tax
sector. He has contributed numerous publications, including consolidated supervision of financial groups, comments on financial services
laws and automatic exchange of information, as well as a science fiction novel.

David Wallach
INVESTOR RELATIONS
A Seed Investor / Business Angel looking for scalable digital business
opportunities.
David was an early comer to the Online industry and has worked on
a vast number of projects in Europe and North America over almost
20 years now. Co-founded one of Italy’s top Mobile VAS providers,
growing from 0 to €30M yearly sales and 3.5M customers in 2 years.
Initially fcussed on all things Mobile, David has invested in numerous startups and more mature companies focussing on eCommerce/
Amazon, Social Media and Influencer marketing, Ad.Tech, Big Data,
Affiliate marketing and Traffic monetization and more. His network
and the companies he participates in represent a big opportunity for
synergies and for more business to come.
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ADVISORS
Eoin Whelan
TOKEN LISTING & STRATEGY
CFO Human Protocol, Boson protocol, PeerPlay, EY.
Web3 Industry Veteran led several USDmm token raising
and listing projects.

Olli Heins
PRODUCT STRATEGY
Award winning game professional.
Generated 5Bn USD in sales with 4B engaged users
in 20 years in the gaming industry.

Ari Last
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
VP of Simplex,
crypto-fiat payment provider.

Gian Luca Comandini
PR & MEDIA
100 Forbes 30,
CoinTelegraph Italy CEO Blockchain Advisor
to the Italian Ministry of Economics ’Influencer.
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CORE TEAM
EMANUELE SALVO
AD - UNDO Studios Italy

MALCOLM
Head of Social & Community

LUKE DICK
Head of Community

SAMANTHA BREVENTANI
Head Of HR

IBRAHIM HYSA
AD - UNDO Studios Albania

DAVIDE TAMAGNA
Head Front End Senior, Unity Master 5y Exp.
in Game Development

NICOLA MONTRONE
Front End Senior, Unity Master 5y Exp.
in Game Development

MARCO VINCENZI
Front End Senior, Unity Master 5y Exp.
in Game Development
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NICCOLÒ GIROTTI
Lead Game Designer, Horizon School
10y Exp. in Game Design

STEFANO BUDAI
Art Director
6y Exp. in Game Artist

TOMMASO FRANZONI
Character Artist

AMIN TRENTO
3d Modeler Artist

ANDREA MARTINI
UI 2D Concept Artist
25y Exp.

MARCO ZINNI
Back End Senior, 25y Experience
HTML, Node, Database

CARLO BUONPANE
Crypto Expert
Crypto Valley Accelerator, Decoin

TEAM EXPANSION
In addition to the core team we have expanded to include a focused
group of more than 15 motivated people, working hard and with passion to make all possible.
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ORGANIZATION CHART
L. Schlichting
Legal

HIRING PLAN 2022
A. De Grandi
CEO/Founder

36 to 60+
Team members

E. Whelan
Token Strategy and
Listing Advisor

D. Dineen
Chief Token Officer
(advisor)

A. Bernasconi
CTO

3X
Game design

4X
SR Game Dev Unity

4X
2D/3D Sr. Artist

10 X Vacant
SR Game Dev Unity

M. Zinni
Webmaster

5 X Vacant
Game design

S. Braushi
Streaming Eng.

3 X Vacant
BackEnd / DB devs

D. Wallach
Investor Relations

O. Heins
Product Strategy
Advisor

A. Last
Biz Dev
Advisor

G. Comandini
PR&Media
Advisor

S. Breventani
HR/admin

R. Zanini
Head of Sales
Founder

J. Davassi
Chief Product
&Marketing

D. Martino
COO/Founder

Vacant
Head of IP&Content

D. Del Cid
Sales Manager

E. Salvo
UNDO ITALY

I. Hysa
UNDO ALBANIA

S. Madrid
Senior Campaign
Manager

M. Lowry
Head Community
and Social

2 X Vacant
Sales Managers
(Agencies & Key
Accounts)

3 X Vacant
Customer
Support

3X
FE

Vacant
Communications
Manager

4X
Community
Managers

3X
Web Dev

2 X Vacant
Mktg Manager
(events, LTVs,
partnerships etc.)

2 X Vacant
Community
Managers

Vacant
Head of Analytics

Vacant
BI

Vacant
Data Eng.

2 X Vacant
Networks

The key figures of the company have specific management skills and management experience gained
through years of entrepreneurship. The team is a mix of passions and abilities. To start our adventure we have chosen very competent people in their specific field: they are nerds, creatives, marketers who had already demonstrated their knowledge with their previous successful projects. The
managers know the direction, the all team has the ability to think outside the box.

Official Links

▪ Website:
▪ Companion:
▪ Land:
▪ iOS App:

https://thenemesis.io/
https://companions.thenemesis.io/
https://lands.thenemesis.io/
https://apps.apple.com/it/app/the-nemesis/id1550123242

▪ Android App:

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=io.thenemesis.android

▪ Twitter:
▪ Discord:
▪ Opensea:
▪ Telegram:
▪ Instagram:
▪ Facebook:
▪ LinkedIn:
▪ YouTube:

https://twitter.com/TheNemesis_io
https://discord.gg/UX7W9KJgaR
https://opensea.io/assets/the-nemesis-companions-factory
https://t.me/TheNemesisIo
https://www.instagram.com/thenemesis.io/
https://www.facebook.com/The-Nemesis-337900116915450/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-nemesis/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCCXMpTa_3XMGId_8CAk91Ew
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